Real-time content analysis is typically a bottleneck in Web filtering. To accelerate the filtering process, this work presents a simple, but effective early decision algorithm that analyzes only part of the Web content. This algorithm can make the filtering decision, either to block or to pass the Web content, as soon as it is confident with a high probability that the content really belongs to a banned or an allowed category. Experiments show the algorithm needs to examine only around one-fourth of the Web content on average, while the accuracy remains fairly good: 89% for the banned content and 93% for the allowed content. This algorithm can complement other Web filtering approaches, such as URL blocking, to filter the Web content with high accuracy and efficiency. Text classification algorithms in other applications can also follow the principle of early decision to accelerate their applications.
Introduction
A huge amount of Web content is widely accessible nowadays. As inappropriate content such as pornography proliferates with the growth of World Wide Web, access control of such content is demanded in some situations. For example, an employer does not want the employees to watch stock information during working hours, or parents do not want their children to browse pornographic content. Web filtering products that enforce access control are therefore getting popular on the market. They can be deployed either on a host computer (e.g., in a family), or on the gateway for central management in a company or an Internet service provider.
Four major approaches are generally adopted in Web filtering nowadays: Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS), URL-based, keyword-based and content analysis [1] . According to a recent review of up-to-date Internet filters, commercial products have widely adopted content analysis besides the URL-based approach [2] . Content analysis automatically classifies the Web content into a category first, and then makes the filtering decision, either to block or to pass the content, according to the management policy. The analysis generally complements the URL-based approach to relieve the effort of frequently updating the URL list and to reduce the number of false negatives due to an outdated URL database.
The efficiency of content analysis algorithms is essential due to their complexity. Slow analysis in Web filtering leads to long user response time and also degrades the throughput of Web filtering systems. We therefore focus on text classification, which remains an important and efficient approach to Web content analysis, despite the research on image content analysis for Web filtering [3] , [4] . Moreover, image content analysis in Web filtering is mostly designed for pornography recognition, but not as effective for coltent in other banned categories.
Numerous text classification algorithms with high accuracy have been proposed. They are designed primarily for off-line applications, such as Web categorization for catalogs hosted by Internet portals. The research on these algorithms mostly emphasizes on classification accuracy, but their efficiency on execution is rarely addressed. However, their efficiency should deserve attention for on-line applications such as Web filtering so that text classification will not slow down these applications significantly.
This work presents a simple, but effective early decision algorithm to accelerate Web filtering. The algorithm is based on the observation that it is possible to make the filtering decision before scanning the entire content, as soon as the content can be confirmed with a high probability that it really belongs to a certain category. The fast decision is particularly important, since most Web content is normally allowed and should pass the filter as soon as possible.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work in Web filtering. The early decision algorithm is presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the accuracy and efficiency of this algorithm from experimental results, and discusses the issues of deployment in a practical environment. Section 5 finally concludes this work. •õ eral approaches to be discussed later. The former approach maintains a large database of banned URLs. If the URL in a request is found in the database, the request is blocked. The database is frequently updated by the collaborative effort of human reviewers (may include the users). URL blocking is very efficient in processing, and the content on the banned sites will not occupy the bandwidth of the download link. However, since Web sites on the Internet change very often and new sites grow extremely fast, the database is unlikely to keep pace with the dynamic change of Web sites. Hence the system may fail to ban some sites that should be banned.
Related Work in Web Filtering

Approaches of Web Filtering
Blocking the Web content can remedy the insufficiency of URL blocking. Several types of information can help to determine whether a Web page should be blocked. The Platform for Internet Content Selection (PICS) specification (http://www.w3.org/PICS/) allows the content publishers to rate and label Web content so that a Web filtering system can identify the category and judge the offensiveness of the content according to the PICS information. However, labeling the Web content is voluntary. Publishers of banned content may not want to label the content and let their sites be banned. Hence a system cannot rely solely on the PICS information to judge whether the content should be blocked or not. Fig. 1 The keyword distribution in the Web content of both the banned and the allowed categories.
HTML tags, it will be ignored and unable to deceive the filter. Second, if the irrelevant content is in the Web text outside the tags, it will be displayed on the browser, and will also confuse the viewer who browses the content. This deception approach will lead to a great limitation on the layout design of the Web pages.
Naive Bayesian Classification
The NB classification is divided into two stages: training and classification. In the training stage, the classifier learns the probabilistic parameters of the generative model from a set of training documents, D={d1,...,d|D|}. Each document consists of an ordered sequence of words from a vocabulary set V={W1,W2,...W|V|} and is associated with some category from a set of categories C={c1,c2,...,c|C|}. Two types of parameters are included in the model [10]: (1) P(wt|cj): the estimated probability that word Wt appears in the documents of category cj and (2) content in a Web page to avoid deciding too early from only the very front part of the content. If the content in a banned category happens to not have keywords in this part, false negatives may occurs. The parameter min_scan in Fig. 2 denotes the minimum amount in percentage. We set min_scan=15 arbitrarily since it is sufficient to effectively avoid false negatives in our experiment.
Experiments
Performance Metrics
To measure the accuracy of the early decision algorithm, we use the F1 measure that combines the recall and the precision by taking the harmonic average of them with equal weight [15] . We also use two metrics: the average scan rate (ASR) and the throughput, defined by to measure the effectiveness of acceleration.
The former reflects the percentage of the Web content that is scanned in the early decision algorithm, and the latter shows the actual throughput in Web content filtering.
Experimental Results and Discussion
From the experiment, totally 300 sample Web pages in four typically banned categories, Pornography, Game, Online-Shopping and Finance, are randomly collected from the YA-HOO directory service, and another 300 pages are from Table 1 Comparison of classification accuracy in four banned categories. Here Pr denotes the precision, Re denotes the recall, and F1 denotes the F1 measure, which is the harmonic average of Pr and Re.
other categories to serve as the allowed content. The early decision algorithm searches the Web content with a multiple-string matching algorithm for the keywords extracted in the training stage. A sub-linear time algorithm (e.g., the Wu-Manber algorithm, which can skip characters in the text by nearly the length of the shortest keywords [16]) hardly helps the performance here because short keywords are not uncommon in natural languages. The filtering routine is implemented on Lex [17], which uses the linear-time Aho-Corasick algorithm [18] , and thus its performance is independent of the keyword lengths.
The accuracy of the original Bayesian classifier, which scans the entire content, is compared with that of the early decision algorithm for the four banned categories in Table 1 . Among the categories in comparison, only the shopping category presents noticeable accuracy degradation, while the others remain fairly good accuracy. After a careful examination, we observed that the Web pages in the shopping category have many common words that also appear in allowed categories. Therefore, the score accumulation from keywords is slow. Lacking representative keywords reduces the accuracy if the scanned part is not long enough. We consider the categorization should be more specific in this case so that precise keywords can be extracted. Table 2 presents the average filtering accuracy of the content in the four banned categories (summarized from Table 1) and the allowed categories. The accuracy of both types of content with the early decision algorithm is close to that when the entire content is scanned. The speed-up is obvious because the early decision algorithm scans only 17.22% of content in the banned categories and 26.51% in the allowed categories on average. A large portion of the Web content is bypassed in the Web filtering, and the classification time is significantly shortened.
False positives of allowed content may be considered unacceptable in a practical environment, and a high threshold Tblock is set. Lifting the threshold Tblock to 1.0 can effectively avoid false positives in the allowed categories, as shown from the high precision in Table 3 . Note that lifting Tblock also leads to more false negatives in the banned categories because some banned content is unable to reach such a high threshold. Therefore, deciding a proper threshold is a Table 3 Accuracy in the setting of no false positives in allowed content . tradeoff in practice. Both the execution time and throughput of the early decision algorithm are compared with those of the original Bayesian classifier to manifest the improvement. Both classifiers are implemented on a PC with Intel Pentium III 700 MHz and 64 MB of RAM. Table 4 presents the comparison results of filtering both the banned and allowed content. The results show a significant improvement in throughput, about five times higher than that of the original Bayesian classifier for banned content and nearly four times higher for allowed content.
Many commercial products and open source packages in our investigation, such as DansGuardian [19] , can block a page as soon as the score accumulation achieves the given threshold configured arbitrarily by the user. In contrast, the early decision algorithm compares the threshold with the probability estimation of the classification, rather than the score itself. This approach has two advantages over that in DansGuardian. First, the two parameters, Tbypass and Tblock, have stronger association with the accuracy than the threshold on the score in DansGuardian. Therefore, it is easier to customize the thresholds in the early decision algorithm to achieve the desired accuracy. In comparison, deciding a proper threshold in DansGuardian to get the desired accuracy will take more efforts in trial and error, since the threshold provides few clues to the accuracy. Second, the early decision algorithm accelerates not only filtering blocked Web pages, but also filtering allowed pages. The advantage is particularly significant when the Web accesses are mostly allowed content.
The early decision algorithm is also implemented on the content analysis of DansGuardian by modifying its filtering code. In our testing samples, the throughput is about three times higher than that in the original version of Dans-Guardian. The increasing primarily comes from the better criterion in the content filtering and the acceleration of filtering the allowed content. The principle of early decision can also be implemented into the content filtering process in other Web filtering products.
Practical Consideration in Deployment
With the increasing number of categories to be classified , ambiguity between these categories may increase . In our opinion, the proper place to perform Web content filtering is restricted to the edge devices for performance reason . Such edge devices usually require fewer banned categories , and thus the problem with increasing number of categories is not that serious.
The two thresholds, Tbypass and Tblock , can be tuned according to the tradeoffs between accuracy and efficiency . The accuracy can be increased at the cost of less efficiency by decreasing Tbypass or increasing Tblock, and the efficiency can be increased at the cost of less accuracy by increasing Tbypass or decreasing Tblock. The tuning depends on which is more important for an organization: accuracy or efficiency .
Even though the early decision algorithm significantly speed up the filtering decision, we believe that it should complement other Web filtering approaches , especially URL blocking, but not to replace them. First, URL blocking is faster than content analysis since a URL has much fewer characters to be processed than the Web content . Besides, if a banned URL is successfully blocked, no network bandwidth will be wasted to download the banned content. As discussed in Sect. 2.1, content analysis is still needed to successfully catch the banned content. The early decision can accelerate this part significantly. Second, Web content may contain images, video, Flash objects, Java applets and so on, which are non-trivial to analyze. Analyzing these objects is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is still helpful to increase the accuracy in filtering the Web content.
In summary, a Web filtering system can support various approaches in practice, just like many commercial products and open source packages. The system first blocks URLs according to the database of banned URLs that is constantly maintained. To reduce false negatives due to the outdated database, content analysis can catch the banned content whose source is not in the URL database. The early decision algorithm can speed up content analysis to reduce the latency perceived by the user and to increase the system throughput. Although analyzing other types of objects in the Web content, such as images, could increase the accuracy, it is still a trade-off between performance and processing effort so far. It depends on the user to evaluate whether turning on such an analysis is worthwhile.
Conclusion
This work addresses the problem with possibly long delay in text classification algorithms that perform run-time content analysis in Web filtering. We present an early decision algorithm to decide to either block or pass the content as early as possible. A significant performance improvement is observed. The throughput is increased by about five times higher for banned content and nearly four times higher for allowed content, while the accuracy remains fairly good. 
